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ON A CERTAIN LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR A PAIR OF HOLOMORPHIC VECTORS
In this paper we shall discuss the boundary value pl-oblem, which had been considered by B.Bojarski* in [1] but only for a pair of holomorphic vectors.
1. Let D be a (m + 1) -multiply connected domain bounded by a finite number of simple smooth non-intersecting contours L",...,L". By L we denote the union of these o m contours. As usual, the positive direction on L will be taken such that D remains on the left side.
We suppose that LQ contains all other ourves L1,...,Lfll and the origin of coordinates belongs to the domain D.
Ve investigate the following boundary value problem: PROBLEM As Find a pair of holomorphic vectors [cp(z), f(z)j q>(z) « {^(z),..., (f»n(z)||, y(z) = (if^U),..., tfn(z)| satisfying the following boundary condition
where G(t) is a function matrix (n *n) given on L, continuous in the Holder sense on L* Moreover, we suppose that
Vector F(t) is given on L, continuous in the Holder sense ( 1L denotes the class of holomorphic vectors in the domain D and continuous in D + L).
If F(t) =0 we have the homogeneous problem A Q corresponding to the boundary problem At
In parallel with the problem A we should study the following adjoint problem A*t Find a pair of holomorphio vectors [q>"(z), y*(z)} cf"(z) £U, ^"(z) e U , satisfying the boundary condition
, s -the length parametr, (G or G ) is the transposed matrix of G~1, and G~1 -the inverse matrix of G.
The number
is called the index of the problem A.
>
Problems of type A for a pair of holomorphic functions had been oonsidered by Bojarqlci in [1] . Using the integral representation of the Cauchy type of the functions with real dansities Bojarski reduced this problem to a system of singular Integral equations. He proved the theorem about necessary and sufficient conditions of solvability of the problem A, and the theorem about the difference between the numbers of linearly independent solutions of the homogenous problems A Q and A* (see [/l] , theorem 3 and 4)* In this work we shall reduce the problemfs A and AQ to the Rlemann-Hilbert problem (briefly (R -H) problem) and 'its adjoint (R-H)* problem, respectively, which have been considered in [2] » Hence, we shall obtain two theorems analogous to the theorems 3 and 4 in [l], 2. We denote by 1 and 1' the numbers of the linearly independent solutions of the problems AQ, A*, respectively. Let us reduce the problem A to a certain Riemann-Hilbert problem for holomorphic vector.
We introduce the following notations
where E IB th» unit Mttfix (n*n). Condition (3) implies then the relation (7) (7a) Re( G 4>) = P.
On the other hand, from the equation (1) Comparing (7) with (7b) we see that the problem A is equivalent to the (R-H) problem (7). Now we shall show that the problem A* can be reduced to the (R-H)* problem as follows (8) Re [6" lT t' i}/*] = 0, where m"= { cf" , v"}.
In fact, it is easy to calculate (9) and (10) 5-
From (10) it follows that 11) Re[ô" lT t' n/"] = i-
Re [t* cf" + G-T t" qj"] Rali t f + t t G V J
On the other hand, the equation (4) yields
This equation is equivalent to two equations
Comparing (11) with (13) it is clear that the problem Aq can be reduced to the (R-H)* problem (8), (see [2] ).
Of course the numbers of solutions of the problems (6) and (8) are equal to 1 and 1' respectively.
It is known (see [2] ) that the (R-H) problem (6) for holomorphic vector $(z) is solvable if and only if the vector P satisfies the following conditions
where {f*^] (J = 1 » •• • »1* ) is a complete system of linearly independent solutions of the problem (8). Symbol (,) denotes scalar product. Prom (9) we calculate
Henoe, we obtain
The equation (4) 
L
Finally we obtain for a solvability of the problem A the following theorem. Theorem 1. The problem A is solvable if and only if the vector P satisfies the following conditions
where {q>" ^} (j = 1,..., 1' ) is the sequence of the first components of the solutions jcp**', Y*''} of the problem A*^. According to the relation (4) it is easy to calculate det G = (2i) Q det G.
Prom this it follows that the index XR of the (R-H) problem (7) is equal to the index of the problem A.
XR = X .
According to this equality and the above consideration and making use of the theorem 4 in [2] we obtain the following theorem. Theorem 2.
The difference between the numbers of the linearly independent solutions of the homogenous problems Aq and A* is equal to 2x -2n (m -1), i.e.
1-1' = 2x -2n (m -1).
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